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INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article we assume that all rings are commutative rings
with identity, that ring homomorphisms preserve identities, and that a ring
and its subrings have the same identity. If S is a ring and if T is a ring
extension of S we write Aut T for the ring automorphisms of T whichS
leave each element in S fixed. We say that a ring is connected if it has
exactly two idempotents. If S is a connected ring we write V for theS
Žseparable closure of S. By a local ring we mean a not necessarily
.Noetherian ring with a unique maximal ideal. For the remainder of this
article we assume that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M.
1. SEPARABLE CLOSURES
w xIf S is a connected ring and f g S x , then f is said to be a separable
w xpolynomial if f is monic and there exist u, ¤ g S x such that uf q ¤f 9 s 1
Ž . w xf 9 is the formal derivative of f . If f g S x is a monic polynomial then
we say that f is indecomposable if whenever there exist monic polynomials
w xg, h g S x such that f s gh it follows that g s 1 or h s 1.
THEOREM 1.1. If S : V is a finite projecti¤e separable extension of RR
w xthen there exists a g V and f g R x such that f is separable and indecom-R
w x Ž . w xposable in R x , f a s 0, and S : R a .
Proof. We consider three cases. If RrM is not a finite field then the
w xresult follows from Lemma 3.1 on p. 471 of 3 .
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Next we assume that RrM is a finite field and that S is a local ring. In
Ž .this case MS is the maximal ideal of S. Note that Sr MS is a separable
Ž .field extension of RrM and hence there exists a g S such that Sr MS
Ž .w x w xs RrM a q MS . By Nakayama's lemma, S s R a . By Theorem 3.3 on
w x w xp. 171 of 4 there exists a separable, indecomposable polynomial f g R x
Ž .such that f a s 0.
Finally, we assume that RrM is a finite field and that S is not a local
ring. In this case we let Q , . . . , Q be the distinct maximal ideals of S.1 n
From the theory of finite fields there exists a separable, indecomposable
Ž .w xpolynomial g g RrM x such that:0
Ž .i g is irreducible in SrQ ;0 1
Ž .ii There exist at least n distinct separable, indecomposable polyno-
Ž .w x Ž . Ž .mials in RrM x of degree deg g ? deg SrQ : RrM .0 1
w x Ž .w xLet g g R x be a monic polynomial such that g s g in RrM x .0
w x Ž .Note that T s S x r g is a finite projective separable connected exten-
sion of S. Because S is Galois over R and g is irreducible in SrQ it1
 4follows that g is irreducible in SrQ for all j g 1, . . . , n . Thus T hasj
 4exactly one maximal ideal P which lies over Q for all j g 1, . . . , n . Also,j j
the degree of the field extension TrP over SrQ equals the degree of gj j
 4for all j g 1, . . . , n . By choice of g we may choose n distinct separable,0
Ž .w xindecomposable polynomials h , . . . , h in RrM x each of degree equal1 n
to the degree of the field extension TrP over RrM. Now,1
w xRrM xŽ .
 4TrP , , ; j g 1, . . . , n .j hŽ .j
Because the h , . . . , h are pairwise relatively prime we have1 n
w xT T T RrM xŽ .
, = ??? = , .
MT P P h ? ??? ? hŽ .1 n 1 n
Ž .A standard argument now shows that there exists a g Tr MT such that0
Ž . Ž .w xTr MT s RrM a . This fact, an application of Nakayama's lemma,0
w xand Theorem 3.3 on p. 171 of 4 now yield the result. This completes the
proof.
Let S be a connected ring and let S be a set of separable polynomials in
w xS x . A connected extension T of S is said to be a splitting ring for the set
S over S if every f g S is a product of monic polynomials of degree 1 in
w xT x and T is generated as a ring over S by the roots of all polynomials
in S.
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w xWe now recall a definition which was originally given in 1 . Let S be a
connected ring. A locally strongly separable connected S-algebra L is
called a polynomial closure of S if:
Ž . w xi Any finite subset of L is contained in an extension S a , . . . , a1 n
w xof S in L with a a root of a separable polynomial over S a , . . . , a ;i 1 iy1
Ž . w xii Every separable polynomial in S x factors into linear factors in
w xL x .
w xIn 1 DeMeyer proved that every connected ring has a polynomial closure
which is unique up to isomorphism.
COROLLARY 1.2. The separable closure of R is a splitting ring for the set of
w xseparable polynomials in R x . Thus the separable closure of R is a polynomial
closure of R.
w xProof. By Theorem 4.4 on p. 111 of 2 , every separable polynomial in
w x w xR x is a product of linear factors in V x . Let b g V . There exists aR R
finite projective separable extension S of R such that S is contained in VR
and b g S. By Theorem 1.2 there exists a in V such that a is a root of aR
w xseparable polynomial with coefficients in R and S is contained in R a .
This completes the proof.
Ž .If T is a ring we write U T for the set of units in T.
COROLLARY 1.3. If S is a local ring and if c : S “ R is a surjecti¤e ring
homomorphism then there exists a surjecti¤e ring homomorphism c : V “ VS R
such that the diagram,
c 6
V VS R66
ii 21
c 6
RS
commutes. Here i and i are the ob¤ious embeddings.1 2
w xProof. By the remarks on p. 108 of 2 we know that there exists a ring
homomorphism c : V “ V such that the preceding diagram commutes.S R
Let b g V . By Theorem 1.1 we know that there exists a g V and aR R
w x Ž . w xseparable polynomial h g R x such that h a s 0 and b g R a . Let g
w x Ž .be a monic polynomial in S x such that c g s h. Because h is separable
and c is surjective it follows that g is separable.
Ž . Ž .Let g , . . . , g be the distinct roots of g in V . Then c g ??? c g are1 n s 1 n
w xroots of h in V . By Theorem 4.4 on p. 111 of 2 ,R
 4g y g g U V , ; i , j g 1, . . . , n ,Ž .i j S
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such that i / j. Thus,
 4c g y g s c g y c g g U V , ; i , j g 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j R
Ž . Ž .such that i / j. Hence c g ??? c g are the distinct roots of h in V .1 n R
Ž . w xChoose i such that c g s a . Because b g R a there exists an elementi
w xin R g which is mapped to b by c . This completes the proof.i
COROLLARY 1.4. If T is a subring of V and if R is a subring of T thenR
V s V .R T
Proof. We need to show that V is a locally strongly separable exten-R
sion of T. Let a , . . . , a g V . By Theorem 1.1 there exists a g V and1 n R R
w x Ž .a separable polynomial f g R x such that f a s 0 and a , . . . , a g1 n
w x w x w xR a . Because f is a separable polynomial in T x , T a is a finite
w xprojective separable extension of T. Note that T a is contained in V .R
w xClearly a , . . . , a g T a . Hence V is a locally strongly separable exten-1 n R
sion of T. This completes the proof.
If S is a domain which is integrally closed in its quotient field, if T is an
integral extension of S, and if M9 is a maximal ideal of T , then we define
Ž .the inertial subgroup of M9 with respect to Aut T to beS
<s g Aut T s a y a g M9, ;a g T . 4Ž .S
Ž .We write E M9 for the inertial subgroup of M9. If L is the set ofS
elements in the separable closure of the quotient field of S which are
Ž .integral over S and M9 is a maximal ideal of L then we write G M9 forS
the intersection of all closed normal subgroups of Aut L which containS S
Ž .E M9 .
THEOREM 1.5. If S is a domain which is integrally closed in its quotient
field and if M9 is a maximal ideal of L then LGM 9 is a separable closure of S.S S
w xProof. This is Lemma 5.1 on p. 178 of 4 .
COROLLARY 1.6. If S is a domain which is integrally closed in its quotient
field then V is a domain which is integrally closed in its quotient field.S
It is well known that every local ring is the homomorphic image of a
local domain which is integrally closed in its quotient field. Thus we have
the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1.7. There exists a local domain, S, which is integrally closed in
its quotient field, and surjecti¤e ring homomorphisms c and c such that the
diagram,
c 6
V VS R66
ii 21
c 6
RS
commutes. Here i and i are the ob¤ious embeddings. Hence the separable1 2
closure of R is the homomorphic image of a domain which is integrally closed
in its quotient field.
2. WEAK HENSELIZATIONS
Given a ring T and a group G of automorphisms of T we define T G
to be
<a g T s a s a , ;s g G . 4Ž .
If T is an integral extension of R and if M9 is a maximal ideal of T then
Ž .we define the decomposition group of M9 with respect to Aut T to beR
<s g Aut T s M9 s M9 . 4Ž .R
Ž .We write D M9 for the decomposition group of M9.
We say that R is weakly Henselian if every separable indecomposable
w xpolynomial in R x remains indecomposable when viewed as a polynomial
Ž .w x w x w xin RrM x . In 4 and 5 it is proven that R is weakly Henselian if and
only if V is local.R
If M9 is a maximal ideal of V , T s V DŽM 9., and M0 s M9 l T , thenR R
Žwe call the ring T a weak Henselization of R T is the localization ofM 0 M 0
. w xT at the maximal ideal M0 . By Theorem 4.16 on p. 177 of 4 there exists
a unique isomorphism between any two weak Henselizations of R. We let
Ra denote a weak Henselization of R.
THEOREM 2.1. If S is a local domain which is integrally closed in its
Ž .aquotient field and if Q9 is a maximal ideal of V then V , V .S S S Q9
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.5.
LEMMA 2.2. If S is a local ring, if c : S “ R is a surjecti¤e ring
homomorphism, if c : V “ V is the extension of c in Corollary 1.3, if M9S R
y1Ž .is a maximal ideal of V , and if Q9 s c M9 , then the restriction of c toR
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DŽQ9. DŽQ9. DŽM 9. DŽQ9.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V maps V onto V . Furthermore, c V l Q9 sS S R S
V DŽM 9. l M9.R
DŽQ9.Ž .Proof. Let A s c V . Given s g Aut V , let t be the uniqueS R R s
element in Aut V such thatS S
c (t s s (c ,s
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .see p. 108 of 2 . Note that t Ker c s Ker c . Let s g D M9 . We wishs
Ž . Ž . Xto show that t g D Q9 . Assume by way of contradiction that t Q9 s Qs s 0
X XŽ ./ Q9. Because Ker c : Q9 it follows that Ker c : Q . Thus c Q /0 0
Ž .c Q9 and we have
Xc (t Q9 s c Q / M9 s s (c Q9 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .s 0
Ž .This is a contradiction. Thus t g D Q9 .s
DŽM 9. DŽQ9.Ž . Ž .We can now show that A : V . Let b g V and let c b sR S
Ž . Ž .a . Given s g D M9 we know from the last paragraph that t g D Q9 .s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Now t b s b implies that s a s s (c b s c (t b s a .s s
Next we show that A s V DŽM 9.. We know that A : V DŽM 9. so byR R
Corollary 1.4 V s V . If A / V DŽM 9. then there exists s g Aut VA R R A R
Ž .such that s M9 / M9. Thus there exist two distinct maximal ideals, M9
X X Xy1Ž .and M , in V which lie over M9 l A. Let Q s c M and let0 R 0 0
Q0 s Q9 l V DŽQ9.. Because Q9 is the only maximal ideal in V which liesS S
over Q0 we have Q0 / QY where QY s QX l V DŽQ9.. Note that the kernel0 0 0 S
YDŽQ9.of c restricted to V is contained in both Q0 and Q and thusS 0
YŽ . Ž .c Q0 / c Q . But this is a contradiction because0
X Yc Q0 s M9 l A s M l A s c Q .Ž . Ž .0 0
DŽQ9.Ž .Hence A s c V . This completes the proof.S
THEOREM 2.3. Let S be a local ring, let c : S “ R be a surjecti¤e ring
homomorphism, let c : V “ V be the extension of c in Corollary 1.3, letS R
y1Ž . DŽQ9.M9 be a maximal ideal of V , Q9 s c M9 , Q0 s Q9 l V , andR S
M0 s M9 l V DŽM 9.. DefineR
f : VŽDŽQ9. “ VŽDŽM 9. ,Ž . Ž .Q0S R M 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .by f arb s c a rc b . Then f is a surjecti¤e ring homomorphism and
the diagram,
f
a a
6
S R66
ii 21
c 6
RS
commutes. Here i and i are the ob¤ious embeddings.1 2
Proof. This is easily checked using the previous lemma.
COROLLARY 2.4. There exists a local domain S which is integrally closed
in its quotient field and surjecti¤e ring homomorphisms c and f such that the
diagram,
f
a a
6
S R66
ii 21
c 6
RS
commutes. Here i and i are the ob¤ious embeddings. Thus e¤ery weak1 2
Henselization is the homomorphic image of a local domain which is integrally
closed in its quotient field.
Proof. This follows from the last theorem and Theorem 2.1.
THEOREM 2.5. Ra is a weakly Henselian ring.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.4, V a is a local ring.R
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